Member
Highlights Project
Recently, the AMA launched a new website and an added function is our “Get to
Know AMA Members” section. This section is designed to emphasize Municipal
Government as a career choice, highlighting the many AMA Members we have,
and providing recognition to hard working staff in our local communities.

The AMA wants to know who has made a difference in your local community.
These are the people we want to highlight for others to see why Municipal
Government as a career choice, is the right choice! Is there a staff member that
can be recognized for their contribution in local government?

How to Recognize a Municipal Employee
1. The person you wish to recognize must be a member of the AMA
2. Pick 1 of the questions on the next page to ask your member
3. Ask the member their question by taking a short video, or type up their
response
4. Take a photo of the individual against a blank wall
5. Email photo and video or written response to Andrea at ajeffs@amans.ca
6. Lastly, tell us why you wanted to highlight this person

Ideas for
Questions to Ask
You’re welcome to pick a question from the list below to ask the person you wish
to highlight. If there is another question you think is more relevant to the person
and their contribution to local government than you can ask a different question.

1. What Does the AMA do For You?
2. Why should Youth Consider Local Government as a Career Choice?
3. Why did you Get Started in Local Government?
4. What has been the Most Rewarding Experience, for you, While Working in
Local Government?
5. How has Working in Local Government Changed over the Years?
6. What has been your Biggest Accomplishment This Month?
7. What Makes You Passionate About Local Government?
8. What Are 3 Things Working in Local Government has Taught You?

Questions can be videoed, or typed as a written response and emailed to
ajeffs@amans.ca.

